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Personalizing Recurrent Neural Network Based
Language Model by Social Network

Hung-yi Lee, Bo-Hsiang Tseng, Tsung-Hsien Wen and Yu Tsao

Abstract—With the popularity of mobile devices, personalized
speech recognizers have become more attainable and are highly
attractive. Since each mobile device is used primarily by a
single user, it is possible to have a personalized recognizer that
well matches the characteristics of the individual user. Although
acoustic model personalization has been investigated for decades,
much less work has been reported on personalizing language
models, presumably because of the difficulties in collecting suffi-
cient personalized corpora. In this paper, we propose a general
framework for personalizing recurrent neural network based
language models (RNNLMs) using data collected from social
networks, including the posts of many individual users and friend
relationships among the users. Two major directions for this
are model-based and feature-based RNNLM personalization. In
model-based RNNLM personalization, the RNNLM parameters
are fine-tuned to an individual user’s wording patterns by
incorporating social texts posted by the target user and his
or her friends. For the feature-based approach, the RNNLM
model parameters are fixed across users, but the RNNLM input
features are instead augmented with personalized information.
Both approaches not only drastically reduce the model perplexity,
but also moderately reduce word error rates in n-best rescoring
tests.

Index Terms—Recurrent Neural Network, Personalized Lan-
guage Modeling, Social Network

I. INTRODUCTION

A current major trend is the personalization of applications
and services for each individual user. Today, when users enter
search terms into the search engine, users receive different
results based on their specific interests and backgrounds [1]–
[4]. Shopping sites recommend to consumers the products
they are likely to be interested in [5]–[7]. Language learning
systems provide learners with tailored learning materials to
make language learning more effective and attractive [8], [9].

Personalized language models (LMs) are useful in several
applications [10]–[12]. The most direct application for per-
sonalized LMs is personalized speech recognition. Because
utterances produced by different users have different acoustic
and linguistic characteristics, acoustic models (AMs) and LMs
trained to work reasonably well for a large group of users may
not perform as well for an individual. Therefore, personalized
models that are well-matched to the characteristics of indi-
vidual users can yield much better recognition performance.
The concept of personalized speech recognition is highly
attractive now due to the popularity of mobile devices such
as smart phones and wearable clients. Because each mobile

This work was supported in part by Ministry of Science and Technology
(MOST), R.O.C., under Contract 104-2218-E-002-021-MY2. We would also
like to acknowledge the help of our colleagues, Ching-feng Yeh and Jeremy
Chiaming Yang, for their help with the deep leanring based speech recognition.

device is used primarily by a single user, the user could
experience much better recognition performance if the device
were equipped with a set of personalized AMs and LMs
for speech recognition. In addition to speech recognition,
personalized LMs have other applications. For instance, if
the authorship of a document is in doubt, a personalized LM
can serve as a proxy of one’s writing style to identify the
authorship of the document [10].

The aim of LM personalization here is different from that
of LM adaptation which has been studied for decades [13]–
[20]. Whereas LM adaptation focuses primarily on the prob-
lem of cross-domain or cross-genre linguistic mismatch, LM
personalization as described here focuses on cross-individual
linguistic mismatch. One reason that LM personalization has
not been widely studied before is likely because it requires
corpora produced by many different individuals. In earlier
years, because of the lack of corpora suitable for the task,
LM personalization was not easily realized.

Social networks on the Internet have been very popular
among people of all groups for sharing information, ideas,
interests and experiences, as well as interacting with each
other in different ways. As social media blossoms today,
and given the fact that each user is a part of the social
network, we can take advantage of the huge quantities of texts
left on the network by large numbers of users with known
relationships. Because the text messages posted by users on
social networks are good sources of individual wording habits,
linguistic patterns, interests, and so on, these data can be used
to estimate personalized LMs for social network users [21].
This leads to the fact that personalization, which has been
intensively studied in areas such as retrieval and language
learning, is now feasible for language modeling as well.

However, typically a large amount of text data is required to
train a high quality LM. Therefore, exploiting social network
data may be helpful only for very active users with large
amounts of text posts on social networks. For general users
who post only limited numbers of text messages on social
networks, there is likely too little information to train a high
quality personalized LM. Fortunately, the relationships among
users available in social networks can also be used in LM
personalization. Because it is reasonable to assume that users
with close relationships share common subject topics, wording
habits and sentence patterns, for users with small amounts of
text in the social network, it can be helpful to use the user’s
friends’ data also when building the personalized LM.

In this paper, we propose a general framework for per-
sonalizing recurrent neural network-based language models
(RNNLMs) using text posted by many individual users and
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their friend relationships collected from social networks.
There are two major directions for RNNLM personaliza-
tion: the model-based approach [22] and the feature-based
approach [23]1. In model-based RNNLM personalization,
RNNLM parameters are fine-tuned toward an individual user’s
wording patterns by incorporating social texts posted by the
target user and his or her friends. Therefore, in this approach
each user has a set of personalized model parameters. For
the feature-based approach, the RNNLM parameters are fixed
across users but the input features are augmented with person-
alized information. Both RNNLM personalization approaches
not only drastically reduce the model perplexity in preliminary
experiments, but also moderately reduce the word error rates
in n-best rescoring tests.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Language
model personalization is defined in Section II, and N-gram-
based LM personalization is reviewed in Section III. The
RNNLM is introduced in Section IV, and model- and feature-
based RNNLM personalization are respectively presented in
Sections V and VI. The experimental setup and results are in
Sections VII, VIII and IX, and we conclude in Section X.

II. LANGUAGE MODEL PERSONALIZATION

Fig. 1: Application scenario of LM personalization as consid-
ered in this paper. Mobile application used for users to post
messages over social networks using speech. Includes cloud
module with recognition engine, as well as web crawler to
collect text from social network for LM personalization.

With the mass production and rapid proliferation of smart-
phones in recent years, voice access has become desirable for
many applications [24]. It is desirable to allow the user to enter
his or her input directly by voice, given that the smartphone
itself is a voice-operated device. Shown in Fig. 1 is the
application scenario for LM personalization as considered in
this paper: a mobile application for users to post messages over
social networks by speech. We provide over the cloud a speech

1Although the RNNLM personalization approaches were proposed in
previous work [22], [23], in this article we provide more detailed experimental
results and analysis.

recognition module with a recognition engine. Smartphone
users utilize the speech recognition service to post text to the
social network using voice. For the problem considered here,
however, since different users tend to post messages about
many relatively disjoint topics on the social networks with
significantly different N-gram statistics, LMs trained to work
reasonably well for large groups of users may not perform
as well for individual users. In addition, what users tend to
post on social networks tends to be casual, with non-standard
grammar, which further complicates recognition. However,
since most text on social networks is relatively casual, users
may have a slightly higher tolerance for recognition errors
when using the application; still, it is always helpful to mitigate
recognition errors. Therefore we adopt personalized speech
recognizers, which are very helpful because smartphones are
typically used by a single user. For each user the personalized
recognition module maintains a personalized LM and AM. The
recognition module transcribes the utterances produced by the
user and returns the transcriptions. When the transcriptions are
shown on the screen, the user decides whether to post it on the
Wall2 or not. If necessary, users manually correct inaccurate
transcriptions.

For better accuracy from the personalized recognizer, the
user registers for personalized speech recognition from our
voice access service via his or her Facebook account and
grants our application the authority to collect acoustic and
linguistic data for personalization. The acoustic utterances
produced by each individual user are collected for AM person-
alization, more commonly referred to as AM adaptation. AM
adaptation [25]–[27] has been investigated for decades and
yields impressive improvements with many approaches based
on either HMM/GMM or CD-DNN-HMM [28]; however this
is out of the scope of this paper.

In this paper, we focus on personalizing LMs, primarily
RNNLMs. A crowdsourcing mechanism is designed to collect
text and other information on social networks from users
for LM personalization. Crowdsourcing [29], [30] has been
applied for several purposes in many different fields. For
example, a crowdsourcing approach [31] was proposed to
collect queries in an information retrieval system considering
temporal information. The MIT movie browser [32], [33] used
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, the most well-known crowdsourc-
ing platform, to build a crowd-supervised spoken language
system. In our case, an implicit crowdsourcing [30] is at play.
A web crawler is implemented in the recognition module over
the cloud for collecting text corpora3 from the social network
to train the personalized LM of each user. The crawler collects
from the social network the following text corpora. For each
user u, the texts of his or her social network posts form the
personal corpus Su4 for the user. In addition, the posts of user
u’s friends in the social network are collected to form corpus
Fu, below referred to as the friends corpus. The collection
of all the text posts collected from the Internet, including
posts authored by many different users, forms the background

2The Wall is a place to post one’s messages.
3Because of privacy issues, only information granted by the user is

accessible to the crawler.
4S stands for self.
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corpus B. The user’s personalized LM is thus based on corpora
Su, Fu, and B.

III. PERSONALIZATION OF N-GRAM-BASED
LANGUAGE MODELS

The N-gram-based LM is the most common language
modeling approach [16], [34], [35]. Given a word sequence of
length T , {wt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T}, the N-gram-based LM represents
the probability of the word sequence as

P (w1, ..., wT ) =
T∏
t=1

P (wt|ht), (1)

where ht is the history of the word wt, and P (wt|ht) is the
probability of observing word wt in a word sequence given
the history ht.

In personalization, each user u has an N-gram-based LM
fitted to the statistics of the text he or she posts on the social
networks. Because the personal corpus Su collected by the
web crawler in Fig. 1 is the best example of what this user
will say in the social network in the future, the most direct way
to achieve personalization is to directly estimate the N-gram
probabilities Pu(wt|ht) from each Su, and use these as the
N-gram probabilities of the user’s personalized LM. However,
because Su is usually small, data sparsity renders the personal
LM thus learned unreliable.

To address the data sparsity issue, we borrow the framework
of LM adaptation. The basic framework for LM adaptation
considers two text corpora: the first is the adaptation corpus,
which is “in-domain” or up-to-date with respect to the target
recognition task, but generally too small to train a robust
standalone LM; the other is a large background corpus, which
is generally not sufficiently related to the target task or is per-
haps outdated. In traditional N-gram models, the two corpora
are interpolated; various methods are used to estimate their
interpolation weights [36]–[39]. In the LM personalization
described here, the large background corpus B containing the
posts of a large number of users is available and is used to
train a robust LM, but the LM is not related to any single
user in particular. The personal corpus Su plays the role of
the adaptation corpus in LM adaptation to interpolate with the
LM trained from the background corpus B as

P ′u(wt|ht) = αuPu(wt|ht) + (1− αu)Pb(wt|ht) (2)

where Pu(wt|ht) are the N-gram probabilities estimated from
personal corpus Su, Pb(wt|ht) are the N-gram probabilities
estimated from background corpus B, and P ′u(wt|ht) are the
N-gram probabilities of the new personalized LM obtained by
the linear interpolation of Pu(wt|ht) and Pb(wt|ht). αu in (2),
the interpolation weight of the two N-gram probabilities, is
user-dependent with its value determined using the validation
set of each user.

The posts of u’s friends Fu, which includes content related
to what u has posted, can be used in LM personalization as

P ′′u (wt|ht) = βuP
′
u(wt|ht) + (1− βu)Pf (wt|ht), (3)

where P ′u(wt|ht) is in (2), Pf (wt|ht) are the N-gram proba-
bilities estimated from Fu, and P ′′u (wt|ht) is the interpolation

of P ′u(wt|ht) and Pf (wt|ht). Interpolation weight βu in (3)
is also a user-dependent parameter tuned using validation
sets. P ′′u (wt|ht) serves as the N-gram probabilities of another
personalized LM in which not only the posts of user Su are
represented but also the posts of his of her friends Fu.

IV. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK BASED
LANGUAGE MODEL (RNNLM)

The lack of a natural strategy to model long-range de-
pendencies [40]–[42] and the potentially error-prone back-off
behavior [43] limit the performance of N-gram-based LMs.
Therefore, researchers have long sought a language modeling
approach to replace N-grams. Recently, several studies have
shown that neural-network-based LMs (NNLMs) [44], [45],
[45]–[47] improve on N-gram-based LMs by taking advantage
of the learned distributed representations of word histories.
Among NNLMs, the recurrent neural network based LM
(RNNLM) [48]–[53] has especially drawn attention in its
ability to memorize arbitrary length of histories in a recurrent
structure and thus elegantly model long-range dependencies.

The structure of RNNLM is shown on the right half of
Fig. 2. The basic RNNLM comprises three layers: the input
layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer. The input layer
represents the t-th word in a sentence, wt, using a 1-of-N
encoding. The context vector st is the distributed representa-
tion of the history word sequence, with a recurrent connection
considering the time-delayed context vector st−1. The output
layer yt then generates the probability distribution of the next
word. In order to provide complementary information such as
part-of-speech tags, topic information, or morphological infor-
mation to the input vector wt, a context-dependent RNNLM
variant [50] adds an additional feature layer ft to the network
and connects it to both the hidden and output layers. Therefore,
the network weights to be learned are the matrices W , S,
O, H, and G. The learning process maximizes the likelihood
of the training data using the back-propagation through time
(BPTT) algorithm. Typically, a validation set is used to control
the training epochs and learning rates.

For our application scenario, we adopt RNNLMs for the
following reasons.

1) The number of social posts we obtain for each individual
are still too sparse for robust use with N-gram LM adap-
tation approaches. However, for RNNLM, the distributed
representation of word histories mitigates the sparsity
problem. Because RNNLM projects the originally disjoint
history word sequences onto the same continuous space,
even though a history word sequence has not been seen
before, by projecting it onto the correct point in the space,
the probability distribution of the next word can still be
accurately estimated.

2) Online messages or social posts tend to be relatively
casual, and thus, do not usually obey traditional grammar
rules strongly. As a consequence, short-term dependen-
cies may no longer be evident enough to predict the next
word. The recurrent structure may help mitigate this issue
as well, since it memorizes longer dependencies than N-
gram LMs.
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3) The input of a RNNLM is a feature vector. As mentioned
in previous work [50], [54], adding additional auxiliary
features to augment the input 1-of-N encoding features
is relatively easy and helpful. Therefore, in contrast to
the N-gram-based LM, with an RNNLM is possible to
apply feature-based personalization, which we describe
in Section VI. The feature-based approach is shown to be
better than the model-based approach in some aspects.

As a result, the combination of LM personalization and
RNNLMs has strong potential. The personalization of
RNNLM has two major directions: the model-based approach
and the feature-based approach, described respectively in
Sections V and VI.

V. MODEL-BASED RNNLM PERSONALIZATION

For the data sparsity problem mentioned in Section III,
we note that it is impossible to train a standalone RNNLM
for each user given only the small amount of training data
contained in the collected personal corpora Su. As a result,
in model-based RNNLM personalization, we still resort to
LM adaptation as in Section III. Here we first train a RNN-
based background LM from background corpus B, and then
for each user u fine-tune the network parameters using the
personal corpus Su and friends corpus Fu, resulting in a
personalized RNNLM model for each user. Although the
amount of adaptation data Su and Fu can be small, it is
believed that the distributed representation of RNNLMs can
amplify the training efficiency because in the continuous space
one training sentence informs the model about a combinatorial
number of other sentences.

Model-based RNNLM personalization involves the follow-
ing three steps:

1) Train a general-domain background RNNLM using the
background corpus B, which is split into a training set
and a validation set. The likelihood on the training set
is maximized, and the validation set is used to control
the number of training epochs. Obtained here is a set of
model parametersW0, S0, and O0 which are completely
user-independent5.

2) Given the target user’s personal corpus Su, split it into
training set Tu and validation set Vu. Copy one back-
ground RNNLM and use BPTT to fine-tune parameters
W0, S0, and O0 by maximizing the likelihood of the
training set Tu while controlling the number of epochs
using the validation set Vu. Fine-tuning yields the per-
sonalized model parameters W ′, S ′, and O′.

3) Given friends corpus Fu, we treat Fu as a complete
training set, and maximize its likelihood, but control the
number of epochs by the validation set Vu from personal
corpus Su. This yields another set of personalized model
parameters W ′′, S ′′, and O′′. By using Vu as the vali-
dation set to point the adaptation in the right direction,
we constrain the influence of the friends corpus in LM
personalization to be data-driven. For example, if the
friends corpus Fu is unrelated to the personal corpus,

5In the feature-based approach, the parameters H and G would also be
trained here, as they are related to the feature layer.

the Vu from the personal corpus causes the training to
stop earlier than it would otherwise.

VI. FEATURE-BASED RNNLM PERSONALIZATION

There are some shortcomings in the model-based approach:
1) Even with the help of the social networks, the text

corpora collected for adapting a background LM towards
a personalized LM can still be insufficient6. As a result,
the personalized LM thus obtained easily overfits to the
limited data, and therefore would be expected to yield
relatively poor performance for some users.

2) To train and store a personalized LM for every user is
time-consuming and memory-intensive, especially con-
sidering that the number of users using the application
will only increase in the future.

Considering the above-mentioned defects in the model-
based approach, in this paper we propose feature-based
RNNLM personalization. For the feature-based approach, in-
stead of building a personalized RNNLM for each user, a
single universal RNNLM is used by all users with input
features being personalized. As shown in Fig. 2, a corpus of
posts from a large group of users serves as the training data
for the universal RNNLM. This universal RNNLM comprises
three layers – the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output
layer – as a general RNNLM, except for the input layer,
which is not only the 1-of-N encoding of the t-th word, wt,
but also includes the user characteristic feature fu. This user
characteristic feature is connected to both the hidden layer
st and output layer yt. This structure parallels the context-
dependent RNNLM variant [50], except for the context feature
in the input layer, which is replaced by the user characteristic
feature fu. In contrast to context-dependent RNNLM, in which
each word is augmented with the same context feature, in
our approach, for each given user, each word produced by
the user is augmented with the user’s feature fu. The user
characteristic feature fu enables the model to take into account
each specific user. The network weights to be learned are the
matrices W,H,S,G, and O in the right part of the figure.
The standard training method is used, except that now the
same words produced by different users in the training set are
augmented by different user characteristic features.

During testing, given a new user, his or her characteristic
feature is extracted to augment the 1-of-N word encoding, with
which the universal RNNLM is used. Because the same words
produced by different users are augmented with different
features, given the same history word sequence, the universal
RNNLM predicts different distributions of the next word
for different users. In this way, personalization is achieved
even though all users share the same universal RNNLM. The
concept of combing heterogeneous features for personalization
can be considered as a multi-task learning, which has been
proven to effectively improve the generalization of deep neural
network (DNN) by forcing it to learn more than one related
task at a time [55]. This concept of personalized input features
is similar to the i-vectors used in deep neural network (DNN)

6Some users have few posts and few friends.
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Fig. 2: The architecture of the recurrent neural network LM (RNNLM) and feature-based personalization. When training with
sentence i from user A, the user feature fed into the RNNLM is produced either as a topic distribution of the user’s personal
corpus or by searching over the user’s personal/friends corpus for sentences with topic distributions similar to sentence i.

based acoustic models [56], [57], in which the i-vector of each
speaker is used to augment acoustic features such as MFCC
features.

In the feature-based approach, the universal RNNLM
trained from the social text produced by many users is less
prone to overfitting because it is trained from a large training
set obtained by aggregating the social texts of many users.
Moreover, since the recognizer for each user requires only the
user’s characteristic features rather than an entirely new model,
the new paradigm saves time during training and memory in
real-world implementations.

Below we explore two approaches to extract the user
characteristic features, described respectively in Sections VI-A
and VI-B.

A. User-dependent Feature

In this approach, the personal corpus for each target user
is viewed as a single document from which a topic modeling
approach derives the topic distribution. The topic distribution
of the personal corpus thus represents the language characteris-
tics of the user and is considered the user characteristic feature
fu. That is, during training the universal RNNLM, the 1-of-N
encoding of the words in a personal corpus are all augmented
with the topic distribution of that personal corpus. Some social
networks also include a significant amount of information such
as user profiles, relationships, interactions, preferences, and
interests. These are all valuable types of information to be
considered for user-dependent features. However, since this
information is not always available among all users in all social
networks, here we do not take this information into account.

B. Sentence-dependent Feature

Considering the fact that the personalized corpus of a user
can cover a wide variety of topics, and the user’s topic may
switch dynamically and freely in the personal corpus, the topic
distribution for the whole personal corpus as a whole can differ
significantly from that of each individual sentence within the

personal corpus. On the other hand, even though the topic
can switch freely within a user’s personal corpus, we observe
that typically at least a few sentences are needed before a
specific topic is finished. Therefore, to form a feature that not
only reflects the characteristics of the user but also a specific
sentence, we exploit that part of the personal corpus whose
topic distribution is similar to the sentence’s. It is hoped that
this will solve the problem of mismatch between the topic
distribution of the whole personal corpus and each individual
sentence.

With the above consideration, in the second approach, every
sentence l in the personal corpus of a user u has its unique
feature fu,l which is related not only to the user producing
the sentence l but also to the sentence itself. Here the topic
model is first used to infer the topic distribution of a sentence,
and then we use this topic distribution to search over the
personal corpus of the user to find an additional N sentences
whose topic distributions are most similar to that of the
sentence in question. Since this is limited to the personal
corpus of the considered user, this search process is fast.
While training the universal RNNLM, the average of the topic
distributions of these N found sentences is taken as the user
characteristic feature used to augment the 1-of-N encoding
features. Therefore, the same words in different sentences
of a personal corpus can have different user characteristic
features. We can also extend the search space to include the
user’s friends corpora as well. As identifying the most similar
sentences among the personal corpora of all users is very time
consuming, it is not feasible here.

The major difference between the two approaches in Sec-
tions VI-A and VI-B lies in the concept of how to obtain
a better language model. In the first approach, we assume
the personal corpus of a user reflects his or her language
characteristics; thus we use the whole personal corpus as the
data from which to infer the topic distribution. In the second
approach, we assume a user switches topics freely from sen-
tence to sentence; thus we attempt to identify similar sentences
to construct a feature that reflects language characteristics
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not only for the user but for the sentence in question. This
limits the data used to form the user characteristics to the N
sentences found during the search process. During testing, the
user characteristic feature is obtained in exactly the same way,
except that the n-best list of an utterance is used with the topic
model to generate the topic distribution for an utterance.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Corpus & LMs

First of all, 0.5M sentences were collected from Plurk, a
popular social networking site. The data from Plurk is the
background corpus for training the N-gram-based LM, and
the data was also used to train the topic model for use
in extracting user characteristic features. Here we used the
MALLET toolkit [58] to train a Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [59] topic model. The testing experiments were con-
ducted on a crawled Facebook corpus. A total of 42 users
logged in and authorized this project to collect their posts and
basic information for research purposes. With their consent, all
the data that can be accessed by the accounts of the 42 target
users were collected including the posts of the target users,
their friends and their friends’ friends. This resulted in the
personal data of 93,000 anonymous people and a total of 2.4M
sentences. The number of sentences for each user among the
93,000 ranged from 1 to 8,566 with a mean of 25.7. The 0.5M
sentences from Plurk plus the 2.4M sentences from Facebook
(excluding the posts of the target users) formed the background
corpus for training the non-personalized RNNLM. The larger
background corpus was used to train the RNNLM because it
usually needs more data to have good performance [49]. From
the data crawled from the Facebook, the personal corpus Su
and friends corpus Fu for each target user u were obtained.
In the data we collected, each target user was linked to an
average of 250 other users.

The code-mixing phenomenon appears in the sentences
collected from Plurk and Facebook. The sentences were pro-
duced in Chinese, but some words or phrases were naturally
produced in English and embedded in the Chinese sentences.
For example, in the sentence, “兩天沒睡，paper 難產中 (I
haven’t been sleeping for two days. I am having difficulty
writing the paper.)”, the word “paper” was produced in
English, while other parts of the sentence were in Chinese.
For another example, “小時候 C 沒學好，長大 debug 到天
亮 (If you did not learn the C language well in your prime,
you’ll debug until dawn in your old age.)”, “C” (referred to
the C language) and “debug” were produced in English. The
mix ratio for the Chinese characters and English words in the
Facebook data is 10.5:1.

Both N-gram-based LMs and RNNLM models used the
same lexicon. The lexicon we used consists of 18K English
words and 46K Chinese words. The 46K Chinese words
include all commonly used Chinese characters taken as mono-
character Chinese words. All the Chinese words are com-
posed of these mono-character Chinese words, so there is
no OOV issue for Chinese here. The OOV rate for the
English words will report below. The N-gram-based LMs
were trained and adapted using the SRILM [60] toolkit,

and the modified Kneser-Ney algorithm [61] was used for
LM smoothing. RNNLM models were implemented with the
RNNLM toolkit [62]. Perplexity (PPL) and word error rate
(WER) are used to evaluate the models. In all the evaluations,
the basic unit for alignment and calculation was character
for Mandarin and word for English [63]. Because in Chinese
different word sequences can correspond to the same character
sequence, character is usually used as the basic unit instead
of word.

B. Perplexity (PPL)

The posts of the 42 target users were used to evaluate
the PPL of the proposed approaches. For each target user,
3/5 of his or her corpus was taken as the training set, 1/5
as the validation set, and the remaining 1/5 as testing data
with which PPL was computed. There were a total of 12K
sentences for testing. The OOV rate among the English words
was 0.05%. The target users were divided into three groups for
cross validation. The experimental results for PPL are shown
in Section VIII.

C. N-best rescoring

In addition to PPL, we also evaluated the proposed ap-
proaches by rescoring the n-best lists of the speech recognition
outputs. For the n-best rescoring experiments, we used 948
utterances of the 42 target users, from which we generated
1,000-best lists. There is no OOV words in this task7. To
collect the utterances, we built a smart phone app. Through
the app, the target users could see their recent posts (not
involved in LM training). The target users were asked to read
the posts, and the recorded utterances were sent to our server.
The utterances collected in this way also have the code-mixing
phenomenon as the text posts crawled from Facebook. This
mimicked the scenario that the target users used speech to
write their posts on the Facebook. By listening to the recorded
utterances, we found that the utterances were recorded in a
wide variety of environments, for example, office, street and
so on. The speech recognition task considered here is very
difficult because not only were the utterances recorded in
various conditions with background noise, but some of the
utterances were code-switched.

To transcribe the bilingual utterances, a bilingual phoneme
set was used which is simply the combination of 37 Mandarin
phonemes and 35 English phonemes. As a result, during
decoding, an acoustic feature vector may belong to a state of
an English phoneme or a state of a Mandarin phoneme. The
lexicon will then constrain the possible phoneme sequences,
and the language model will help in choosing the possible
paths to form the n-best lists [64]. We need both Mandarin and
English corpora to train the Mandarin and English phonemes.
The Mandarin corpus we used was ASTMIC corpus [63]
which contains read speech recorded under clean conditions
produced by 95 males and 95 females, each reading 200
sentences, with a total length of 24.6 hours. For English

7This is reasonable because the English words embedded in the Chinese
sentences in our task are usually common words.
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TABLE I: Perplexity (PPL) results. KN3 stands for Kneser-
Ney trigram, while ‘RNN/model’ and ‘RNN/feature’ are for
the model- and feature-based personalized RNNLMs, respec-
tively. ‘B’, ‘B+S’, and ‘B+S+F’ respectively indicate using
only the background corpus B, plus personal corpus Su, and
plus friends corpus Fu in addition. ‘UD’ and ‘SD’ respectively
indicate the extraction of user- and sentence-dependent fea-
tures in Sections VI-A and VI-B. RNNLM results with hidden
layer sizes of 50, 100, and 200 are listed (‘h50’, ‘h100’ and
‘h200’).

Perplexity h50 h100 h200

(a)
(a-1) KN3, B 343
(a-2) KN3, B+S 299
(a-3) KN3, B+S+F 233

(b) RNN, B 315 276 252

(c)
(c-1) RNN/model, B+S 271 247 230
(c-2) RNN/model, B+S+F 269 246 229

(d)

(d-1) RNN/feature, UD, B+S 313 290 270
(d-2) RNN/feature, UD, B+S+F 320 296 278
(d-3) RNN/feature, SD, B+S 269 230 218
(d-4) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F 229 215 211
(d-5) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg 192 159 165

corpus, we used the data collected for the Taiwan Asian
English speech corpus project (TWNAESOP) [65], which is
also a read speech corpus recorded under clean conditions
produced by Taiwanese speakers, 229 males and 256 females,
with a total length of 59.7 hours. Both the training corpora,
ASTMIC and TWNAESOP, do not have the code-mixing
phenomenon as the testing utterances. We have two sets of
AMs, GMM-based and DNN-based:
• GMM-based: Tri-phone models were used, and each tri-

phone model has three states with 24 Gaussians. The
AMs were adapted using unsupervised MLLR speaker
adaptation. 39-dimensional MFCCs were used as the
acoustic features.

• DNN-based: We used DNN-HMM hybrid system. The
DNN model has 4 hidden layers, and there are 2048
neurons for each layer. The output target for the DNN is
2500 senones. 69-dimensional filter bank features were
used as the acoustic features, and the splicing windows
were chosen as 4.

The LMs we used to generate the n-best lists were trigram
models, adapted using the personal corpora as well as friends
corpora with Kneser-Ney smoothing. The experimental results
for WER are shown in Section IX.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: PERPLEXITY (PPL)

A. Perplexity (PPL) for Different Approaches

Table I shows the perplexity (PPL) results. The personalized
Kneser-Ney trigram LM results are in section (a). ‘B’, ‘B+S’,
and ‘B+S+F’ respectively indicate using only background
corpus B, plus personal corpus Su, and plus friends corpus
Fu in addition. In row (a-1), only the background corpus B
was used, so there was no personalization. Row (a-2) is the
results of Eq. (2) in Section III, and row (a-3) is the results

of Eq. (3). Clearly, personalization reduced PPL dramatically
(rows (a-2) and (a-3) v.s. (a-1)); the posts of the target user’s
friends were helpful (rows (a-3) v.s. (a-2)) as well.

Row (b) and sections (c) and (d) are the results of RNNLM
with hidden layer sizes of 50, 100, and 200 (‘h50’, ‘h100’,
and ‘h200’). Row (b) is RNNLM using only the back-
ground corpus (‘B’) without any personalization. Personalized
RNNLM based on the model- and feature-based approaches
in Sections V and VI are respectively labeled ‘RNN/model’
in section (c) and ‘RNN/feature’ in section (d). In section
(d), ‘UD’ and ‘SD’ respectively indicate the extraction of
user- (Section VI-A) and sentence-dependent (Section VI-B)
features in the proposed approach.

In row (b), larger hidden layer sizes yielded lower PPLs
(‘h200’ < ‘h100’ < ‘h50’ in row (b)). For model-based
personalization, we find that fine-tuning the model param-
eters with personal data was helpful (rows (c-1) v.s. (b)),
and than fine-tuning the parameters with friend posts further
lowered the PPL slightly (rows (c-2) v.s. (c-1)). For the
user-dependent (‘UD’) feature-based approach in section (d),
under the condition involving personal corpora (B+S), user-
dependent feature-based personalization could not outperform
the non-personalized RNNLM when the hidden layer sizes are
100 and 200 (rows (d-1) v.s. (b) for ’h100’ and ’h200’). This
confirms that the concern about the user-dependent feature-
based approach in Section VI-B is reasonable. With the
addition of the friends corpora (B+S+F), the personal and
friends corpora were assembled as a user with a large amount
of data from which to extract user-dependent features. We
find that with the user-dependent features, the addition of the
friends corpora did not yield improved performance (rows (d-
2) v.s. (d-1)). Because the friend posts covered a wide variety
of topics, it is difficult to represent the friends with a single
feature vector.

Fig. 3: Perplexities for different numbers of LDA topics and
different numbers of similar sentences (N ) selected when
building the user characteristic features in Section VI-B.

For sentence-dependent (‘SD’) features, as mentioned in
Section VI-B, only those N sentences (out of the user plus
friends corpora) closest to the sentence under consideration
were used to build the user characteristic features. Fig. 3 shows
the PPLs for different N and different number of topics for
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LDA8. The figure shows that there was almost no difference
between N = 1 and N = 2, but as N increased beyond 2 the
PPL also increased, suggesting a wide variety of topics even
for the same user and his/her friends. We chose N = 1 for
the following experiments.

In Table I, with the sentence-dependent (‘SD’) features,
feature-based personalization consistently outperformed the
model-based approach (rows (d-3), (d-4), (d-5) v.s. (c-1), (c-
2) ). This shows that it is more efficient to extract good
features that characterize the user than it is to use personal
data to learn a personalized RNNLM. We find that sentence-
dependent features also outperformed the user-dependent fea-
tures (rows (d-3), (d-4), (d-5) v.s. (d-1), (d-2) ); this confirms
our reasoning in Section VI-B about topic switching. With the
addition of the friends corpora (B+S+F), when extracting the
sentence-dependent features, the search space extended over
both the personal and friends corpora. In contrast to the user-
dependent feature, the sentence-dependent feature is further
improved with the addition of the friends corpora (rows (d-
4) v.s. (d-3)), and it was also better than the model-based
personalization when including the friends corpora (rows (d-
4) v.s. (c-2)). When using the sentence-dependent feature we
further averaged the user characteristic feature with the topic
distribution of the sentence in question ( RNN/feature, SD,
B+S+F , avg in (d-5) ), yielding further PPL improvements
(rows (d-5) v.s. (d-4) ). With this best model obtained (
RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg, ’h200’ ), the PPL was reduced
by 34.5% in comparison to RNNLM without personalization
( RNN, B in (b), ’h200’ ) and by 27.9% in comparison to the
model-based personalization approach with friends corpora (
RNN/model, B+S+F in (c-2) in ’h200’ ).

B. Effects of the user characteristic feature on RNNLM

To better understand the effects of the user characteristic
feature on RNNLM, we offer the following analysis. First,
we consider a real example from the Facebook data used
in the experiments. In the Facebook data, user A left many
posts about coffee, but user B never did so. This yielded very
different user characteristic features for the two users. Here we
used the user characteristic features mentioned in Section VI-B
involving searching for the N closest sentences (that is, row
(d-3) in Table I). Given the sentence “一個長瓶的牛奶可以
作三杯拿鐵 (A bottle of milk can make three cups of latte)”
produced by user A, we list in Table II the PPLs evaluated
by a conventional RNNLM without the user characteristic
feature and the personalized RNNLM with different user
characteristic features. The RNNLM without personalization
is in row (a). We find that the personalized RNNLM with the
user characteristic feature of user A produced a drastically
decreased perplexity ( 152 vs 322, row (b) ) because of
the well-matched characteristics, but when paired with the
user characteristic feature of user B it yielded a significantly
increased PPL ( 604 vs 322, row (c) ).

Then we conducted a more general study. For each testing
sentence, instead of using the personal corpus of the target

8Only one-tenth of the personal and friends corpus was used in these
preliminary experiments.

user producing the sentence to build the user characteristic
feature, a randomly picked target user was used (excluding
the one producing the sentence). The results are shown in
Table III. Rows (a) and (b) in Table III correspond to rows
(b) and (d-3) for ‘h200’ in Table I respectively. Row (c) is
the result using the personal corpus of a randomly picked
user. We find that even with the randomly picked users, the
PPL was still smaller (rows (c) v.s. (a)). This is because even
a randomly picked user could have content similar to the
sentence in question. However, using incorrect personal corpus
still seriously degraded the performance due to the mismatch
in user characteristics (rows (c) v.s. (b)).

TABLE II: Two users from the Facebook data. User A left
many posts about coffee, but user B never did so. Given the
sentence “一個長瓶的牛奶可以作三杯拿鐵 (A bottle of milk
can make three cups of latte)” from user A’s posts, this shows
perplexities obtained without the user characteristic feature and
with the user characteristic features of users A and B.

Perplexity
(a) RNN, B (without user characteristic feature) 322
RNN/feature, (b) feature of user A 152
SD,B+S (c) feature of user B 604

TABLE III: Using the personal corpus of a randomly picked
user to form the user characteristic feature. Rows (a) and
(b) correspond to rows (b) and (d-3) for ‘h200’ in Table I
respectively. Row (c) is the result from the randomly picked
users.

Perplexity
(a) RNN, B (without user characteristic feature) 252
RNN/feature, (b) feature of target user 218
SD,B+S (c) feature of random user 244

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: WORD ERROR RATE (WER)

Below, the results for different personalization approaches
with the GMM-based AMs are in Section IX-A, while the
results for the DNN-based AMs are in Section IX-B.

A. GMM-based Acoustic Models

1) WER for different personalization approaches: Table IV
reports the word error rates (WER) with the same notation
as in Table I. The GMM-based AMs were used here. Due
to the difficult speech recognition task considered here, the
WER reported is relatively high, but the experiments here still
demonstrate that personalizing LMs with the personal data
from social network is helpful. Section (a) is for the three
different trigram LMs without and with personalization. As
expected, the trigram LMs yielded lower error rates given
more adaptation data ( (a-3)<(a-2)<(a-1) ). We used the best
adapted trigram LM ( KN3, B+S+F in (a-3) ) to generate
1000-best lists for RNNLM rescoring.

Section (b) shows rescoring results using RNNLM with-
out personalization, and sections (c) and (d) are for model-
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and feature-based personalization respectively. For sentence-
dependent (SD) features, we viewed the 1000-best list as a
single document and used the LDA topic model to infer the
topic distribution, and then searched for the closest sentences
as mentioned in Section VI-B to construct the sentence-
dependent feature of each utterance for rescoring. For user-
dependent (UD) features in the proposed approach, because
the feature is extracted from the personal corpus of the user
and is independent of the input utterance, the feature extraction
process does not depend on ASR.

In Table IV, when the personal data (B+S) was involved,
the LMs personalized by the model-based approach outper-
formed the universal RNNLM (rows (c-1) v.s. (b)). For the
model-based approach, further involving the friend corpora
was slightly helpful (rows (c-2) v.s. (c-1)). To our surprise,
although the sentence-dependent feature-based approach re-
duced the PPL a lot in Table I, it was not very helpful for
WER. It was even worse than the universal RNNLM in some
cases (rows (d-3) v.s. (b) for ‘h100’ and ‘h200’). This may be
because for sentence-dependent feature, the topic distribution
from the n-best list was inaccurate due to ASR errors. For 200
hidden layer units the proposed approach with user-dependent
feature is better than sentence-dependent feature in terms of
WER ( rows (d-1) v.s. (d-3, 4, 5) for ‘h200’ ). This may
be because the user-dependent feature is estimated from the
training corpus of target user and thus is not influenced by
ASR errors at all.

In order to verify the hypothesis in the last paragraph,
we did the oracle experiments in section (e), in which we
used the topic distribution of the reference transcription of the
utterance to replace the topic distribution of n-best list and for
use in rescoring9. As expected, with topic distributions from
the reference transcriptions, the results of sentence-dependent
features improved in all cases ( rows (e-1) v.s. (d-3), (e-2) v.s.
(d-4), (e-3) v.s. (d-5) ). With the reference transcriptions, the
sentence-dependent feature (SD) is better in most cases than
user-dependent feature (UD) (section (e) v.s. rows (d-1) and
(d-2), except for row (e-1) in ‘h100’). This verifies that ASR
errors did influence the extraction of the sentence-dependent
features. Since the extraction of user-dependent features is not
affected by ASR errors, it can be useful when the ASR results
are relatively poor.

In section (f), we further integrated the model-based ap-
proach in section (c) and the feature-based approach in section
(d). To integrate the two approaches in n-best list rescoring,
both approaches were used to compute the scores of each
path, and then the scores from the two approaches were
averaged to obtain the final score10. Row (f-1) is the results
integrating model-based and feature-based approaches using
personal corpora (rows (c-1) + (d-3)), while in row (f-2),
both personal and friends corpora were involved (rows (c-
2) + (d-4)). In row (f-3), the feature-based approach was
further improved by the topic distribution of the sentence in
question (rows (c-2) + (d-5)). All the results obtained by

9In the oracle experiments in section (e), user-dependent results were the
same as those in (d-1) and (d-2) because ASR was not involved in extracting
user-dependent features.

10Equal weights were given to the two personalization approaches here.

TABLE IV: Word error rate (WER) results with same no-
tation as in Table I. The GMM-based AMs was used here.
For sentence-dependent (SD) features, topic distributions are
estimated from the n-best lists in section (d), and from the
reference transcriptions in section (e) (Oracle). The model-
based approach in section (c) and the feature-based approach
in section (d) were integrated in section (f) (Intgr). The
superscript labels α indicate significantly better than the non-
personalized RNNLM in row (b) in terms of the pair-wise
t-test with significance level at 0.05.

Word Error Rate (%) h50 h100 h200

(a)
(a-1) KN3, B 43.80
(a-2) KN3, B+S 43.39
(a-3) KN3, B+S+F 41.95

(b) RNN, B 40.52 40.51 40.31

(c)
(c-1) RNN/model, B+S 40.42 40.31α 40.20
(c-2) RNN/model, B+S+F 40.40 40.30α 40.19

(d)

(d-1) RNN/feature, UD, B+S 40.48 40.31 40.16α

(d-2) RNN/feature, UD, B+S+F 40.64 40.29α 40.32
(d-3) RNN/feature, SD, B+S 40.47 40.54 40.36
(d-4) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F 40.43 40.36 40.40
(d-5) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg 40.23α 40.15α 40.26

(e)
O

ra
cl

e
(e-1) RNN/feature, SD, B+S 40.15α 40.32 40.09
(e-2) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F 40.03α 40.05α 39.95
(e-3) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg 39.40α 39.33α 39.45α

(f)

In
tg

r

(f-1): (c-1) + (d-3) 40.28α 40.19α 39.99α

(f-2): (c-2) + (d-4) 40.27α 40.23α 40.11α

(f-3): (c-2) + (d-5) 40.15α 39.95α 39.98α

integration show improvements over individuals ( rows (f-1)
v.s. (c-1), (d-3), rows (f-2) v.s. (c-2), (d-4) and rows (f-3) v.s.
(c-2), (d-5) ). The results suggest that the model-based and
feature-based approaches are complementary to each other.
The best result obtained by integration ( 39.95% in (f-3) )
yielded 0.24% WER reduction compared to the best result by
the model-based personalization (40.19% in (c-2)) and 0.20%
WER reduction compared to the best result by the feature-
based personalization (40.15% in (d-5)).

In conclusion, for the real best result obtained by person-
alization in Table IV ( 39.95% in (f-3) ), we reduced WER
by 2.00% compared to the best KN3 model with the friends
corpora (41.95% in (a-3) ), from which the 1000-best lists for
rescoring were obtained. Compared to the non-personalized
RNNLM, personalization reduced WER by 0.36% (39.95% in
(f-3) v.s. 40.31% in (b)). In the oracle case the results can
be better than integrating the two personalization approaches
( 39.33% in (e-3) v.s. 39.95% in (f-3) ), indicating the room
for further improvement.

2) WER over all target users: Because the average does
not reveal whether the proposed approach is actually helpful
for most users or just for a small subset of users, in Fig. 4 we
plot in addition the WER changes obtained across the all 42
target users. The three figures from the top to the bottom are
respectively the WER changes by the three different person-
alization approaches: model-based personalization approach (
RNN/model, B+S+F in row (c-2) in Table IV ), sentence-
dependent features ( RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg, in row
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(c-2) RNN/model, B+S+F v.s. (b) RNN, B

(d-5) RNN/feature, UD, B+S+F , avg v.s. (b) RNN, B

(f-3): (c-2)+(d-5) v.s. (b) RNN, B

Fig. 4: WER changes across all 42 target users. The three
figures from the top to the bottom are respectively the WER
changes by the three different personalization approaches:
model-based personalization approach ( RNN/model, B+S+F
in row (c-2) in Table IV ), sentence-dependent features (
RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg, in row (d-5) ) and their
integration ( (c-2) + (d-5) in row (f-3) ). The number of hidden
layer units in the figures was 50.

(d-5) ) and their integration ( (c-2) + (d-5) in row (f-3) ).
The number of hidden layer units in the figures was 50. Each
figure has 42 bars for the 42 target users, sorted based on the
WER change. Here a negative value means that the feature-
based personalization yielded a WER reduction for the user
as compared with other approaches.

From the top and middle figures in Fig. 4, we found that
both model-based and feature-based personalization reduced
the WER for much more than half of the target users. The
model-based personalization had worse WERs for 15 users,
while the feature-based personalization only had 10, and all
other users had WER reductions. On the other hand, for
model-based personalization, all the users had worse WERs
by less than 1.0%, whereas 4 target users had more than 2.0%
WER increase for the feature-based approach. Compared the

TABLE V: Word error rate (WER) results with the same
notation as in Table IV. The DNN-based AMs were used here.

Word Error Rate (%) h50

(a) KN3, B+S+F 35.27

(b) RNN, B 33.75

(c)
(c-1) RNN/model, B+S 33.60
(c-2) RNN/model, B+S+F 33.63

(d)

(d-1) RNN/feature, UD, B+S 33.64
(d-2) RNN/feature, UD, B+S+F 33.64
(d-3) RNN/feature, SD, B+S 33.69
(d-4) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F 33.69
(d-5) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg 33.37

(e)

O
ra

cl
e

(e-1) RNN/feature, SD, B+S 33.45
(e-2) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F 33.29
(e-3) RNN/feature, SD, B+S+F , avg 32.84

WER changes of the model- and feature-based personalization,
we found that each approach has its strong point. For the
model-based personalization, even when it increased WER,
the degree of increase was limited; while the feature-based
personalization hurt the WER for less users than the model-
based approach. This explains the reason why integrating the
two approaches can be very helpful. The WER change for
integrating the two approaches is shown in the bottom figure
of Fig. 4, which had obviously better performance than the top
and middle figures. When integrating the two approaches, only
8 target users had worse WERs, and all by less than 1.0%.

3) Significance Tests: Statistical significance tests for the
WER results were performed. Here the WER for each user
was considered as a sample, and the pair-wised t-test with the
significant level at 0.05 was used to test the significance. The
results are shown in Table IV. The superscript labels α indicate
significantly better than the non-personalized RNNLM in
row (b). Both model- (section (c)) and feature-based per-
sonalization (section (d)) did not always improve the non-
personalized RNNLM significantly. However, integrating the
two approaches (section (f)) yielded significant improvements
over the non-personalized RNNLM in all the cases.

B. DNN-based Acoustic Models

Table V reports the WERs obtained by the DNN-based
AMs with the same notation as in Table IV. Section (a) is
the WER for the personalized trigram LMs. Compared the
results in Tables IV and V, the DNN-based AMs yielded
much lower WERs than the GMM-based ones (35.27% in
the row (a) of Table V v.s. 41.95% in the row (a-3) of
Table IV). Section (b) shows rescoring results using RNNLM
without personalization, and section (c) is for model-based
personalization. Sections (d) and (e) were for feature-based
personalization. For sentence-dependent (SD) features, topic
distributions were estimated from the n-best lists in section
(d), and from the reference transcriptions in section (e). Even
though DNN-based AMs remarkably reduced WERs, from
Table V we found that personalization is still helpful (sections
(c),(d),(e) v.s. (b)).
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X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate RNNLM personalization using
data crawled over social networks. We explore two RNNLM
personalization methods: model-based and feature-based. In
the model-based approach, the RNNLM parameters are fine-
tuned for each user, yielding an RNNLM model for each user.
The feature-based approach is based on a user characteristic
feature extracted from the user corpus and friends corpora,
which can be not only user-dependent but sentence-dependent.
With the user characteristic feature, a universal RNNLM pre-
dicts different word distributions for different users given the
same context. Experiments demonstrated good improvements
in both perplexity and WER for both personalization methods.
Moreover, we find that integrating the two personalization
methods is helpful for WER reduction.
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